Using Tiki's Advanced Features

At this point, you are well on your way to becoming an experienced Tiki administrator. In this section, you will learn how to enable, configure, and use, some of Tiki's advanced features. By using these features, you can truly make your Tiki your own.

**TIP**
Looking for additional advanced help? Try Tiki Essentials: What every Smarty needs to know about Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware.

**IN THIS SECTION**

- Using Menus
  - Creating a Menu from a Wiki Page
  - Creating a Menu from a Wiki Structure
- Using Categories
  - Creating Categories
  - Categorizing Objects
  - Displaying Categories
- Using Structures
  - Creating Structures
  - Adding Pages to Structures
  - Reorganizing Pages in Structures
  - Using a Page Alias
  - Structure TOC
- Configuring Site Identity
  - Adding a Logo
  - Adding a Search Bar
  - Using Custom Code
- Using Permissions
  - How Permissions Work
  - Assigning Permissions to Pages
  - Adding Permissions to Other Objects
    - Adding Permissions to Blogs
    - Adding Permissions to Article Topics
- Configuring the Home Page
  - Using a Different Wiki Page
  - Using a Different Feature
  - Using a Custom page
- Configuring the Search
- Configuring Content Templates
  - Creating Content Templates
  - Using Content Templates
- Using Trackers
  - Creating a Tracker
  - Creating Tracker Fields
  - Entering Tracker Items
    - Using the Tracker Page
    - Using Tracker Forms
  - Displaying Trackers
    - Displaying and Editing Trackers
    - Displaying Trackers in Wiki Pages
- Using Tags
  - Configuring Freetags
  - Adding a Tag to a Wiki Page
  - Adding Tags to Blog Posts
- Using Surveys
  - Creating Surveys
    - Adding Questions to Surveys
  - Taking Surveys
  - Reviewing Survey Results

This represents a small set of Tiki's features. See the Tiki documentation for a complete list of features.
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